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Sunday, November 19, 1972 - General Registration (To be held all day at the Caracas Hilton Hotel)

No formal program is planned for this day. However, delegates are requested to indicate sessions that they plan to participate in and to obtain in advance working papers for those sessions.

Registration fee is $30.00 which includes all hospitality sessions, the closing banquet, and conference proceedings. No charge for registration will be made for guests accompanying conferees. Additional banquet tickets will cost $10.00.

Monday, November 20, 1972*

9:00 a.m.  Meeting of the Executive Committee of the Congress and All Section Chairman

9:00 - 11:00 a.m.  General Registration (Continued)

11:00 a.m.  Official Opening of the Congress: Welcome by the President of Venezuela and various governmental officials

12:30 p.m.  Reception

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.  Work Commissions: Concurrent work sessions (see page 3) on the four themes of the conference will carry through November 25

8:00 - 10:00 p.m.  Reception

*An extensive program has been planned by the wives committee of the Interamerican Association of Criminology to provide continuing activities for conference guests. No charge will be made except for meals for guests of Congress participants.
Tuesday, November 21, 1972

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.  Work Commissions

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.       Lunch (Working sessions where section participants will continue discussions as carried out during the Work Commission during the morning)

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.       Special Address (This session is sponsored by the American Society of Criminology. The person making the address will be the recipient of the 1972 Sutherland Award of the American Society of Criminology)

8:00 - 10:00 p.m.      Reception

Wednesday, November 22, 1972

9:00 - 12:00 a.m.      Work Commissions

12:30 - 2:30 p.m.      Lunch (Informal Discussion)

4:00 - 7:00 p.m.       First General Session (All Congress participants are expected to participate at this session)

8:30 - 10:00 p.m.      Reception

Thursday, November 23, 1972

9:00 a.m.              Congress participants will have a choice of four field trips as follows:

A. Visit to Los Teques Women's Prison
B. Visit to Junquito Prison
C. Visit to the Venezuelan Supreme Court
D. Visit to the Laboratories and School of the Technical and Scientific Police

(Transportation provided by air conditioned bus)

5:00 p.m.              Special Address

8:30 p.m.              Reception (Subject to confirmation and by invitation only at La Casona, Residence of the President of the Republic Venezuela)

Friday, November 24, 1972

8:30 - 11:00 a.m.      Work Commission

11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Third Special Address
Second General Session
Reception

Saturday, November 25, 1972

Closing General Session
Special Event (To be confirmed) Visit to horse race, Hipodromo La Rinconda. A special race in honor of the Congress will be run.
Closing Banquet (Black Tie Optional)

INTERDISCIPLINARY CRIMINOLOGY: AN INTERAMERICAN APPROACH

There are four themes to be considered during the course of the conference.

Theme One: Criminological Perspectives in Social Defense

A. Perspectives of Prevention
B. Perspectives of Crime Control and Deterrence
C. Perspectives of Treatment, Rehabilitation and Reintegration
D. Perspectives of Prediction Methods (Theoretical and Practical Perspectives of Criminological Research)

Theme Two: Teaching of Criminology: Is Criminology a Science?

A. Where should criminology be taught?
B. Content of Teaching: What should be taught (Generic Content of all Contributing Disciplines)?
C. Professionalization and Specialization in Criminology

Theme Three: Effects of the Criminalization Process

A. Legal and Social Aspects of the Criminalization Process
B. Behavioral Aspects of Criminalization Process

Theme Four: Victimology

A. Intentional Crimes
B. Unintentional Crimes
C. Victimless Crimes (Consensual Crime)
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1972 Award Winners and Special Address


Edwin Sutherland award: Leslie T. Wilkins, State University of New York at Albany, "The necessary criminologist."

August Vollmer award: Jerome H. Skolnick, University of California at Berkeley, "Perspectives on law and order."

Herbert Block award: Freda Adler, Medical College of Pennsylvania.

Student award (First Prize): M. Lawrence Rawlings, Pennsylvania State University, "Self-control and interpersonal violence: A study of Scottish adolescent male severe offenders."
I-A. Criminological Perspectives in Social Defense:

Perspectives on Prevention.

Harvey Barocas, Baruch College. "Iatrogenic intervention in family crisis: Implications for crime prevention."

Michael K. Block, University of Santa Clara. "Theft: An economic study."


Donald E. Ganoung, Cleveland State University. "Report of a tenant-staffed security program."

Sister M. Isolina Ferre, Playa de Ponce, P.R. "The role of educational innovations in programs for delinquency prevention."

C.R. Jeffery, Florida State University. "Environmental design and the prevention of behavioral disorders and criminality."

Audrey Johnson, City College of New York. "The legitimation of violence: Political socialization and the new gangs."

Carl B. Klockars, Beaver College. "The fence: Caveat emptor, caveat vendor."

Gordon E. Misner, University of Missouri at St. Louis. "Street crimes of violence in San Francisco's Tenderloin District."

Kurt Weis, University of California at Berkeley, and Michael E. Milakovich, University of North Carolina. "Who's afraid of crime?--Or how to finance a decreasing rate of increase."
I-B. Criminological Perspectives in Social Defense: Perspectives of Crime Control and Deterrence

Roger Baldwin, Muhlenberg College. "Reciprocal suspicion, side one: The policeman's perceptions of minorities."


Bernard Cohen, Queens College and New York City-Rand Institute. "Police background characteristics and performance: Findings."


D.F. Cousineau, Glendon College, York University. "A critique of the ecological approach to the study of deterrence."

E. A. Fattah, Universite de Montreal. "A study of the deterrent effect of capital punishment, with special reference to the Canadian situation."

Theodore N. Ferdinand, Northern Illinois University. "From a service to a legalistic pattern: The evolution of one American police department since 1878."


Brian A. Grosman, University of Saskatchewan. "The discretionary enforcement of law."

Philip R. Harris, Management and Organization Development. "Professional development of correctional personnel: An action research report on change in the military justice system."

Richard L. Henshel, Columbia University. "Deterrence and knowledge of sanctions."

Alfred McClung Lee, Brooklyn College. "Efforts to control insurgency in Northern Ireland."

Peter P. Lejins, University of Maryland. "The systemic and the composite models for planning and evaluation for the criminal justice systems."

Allan K. McDougall, University of Western Ontario. "Perspectives on policing: Automaton, henchman, or servant?"
Barbara Price and Dan Lee, Pennsylvania State University. "The executive police personality."

Julian Roebuck and Thomas Barker, Mississippi State College. "A typology of police corruption."

Leonard D. Savitz, Temple University. "Intergenerational patterns of fear of crime."


Henry A. Singer, Human Resources Associates. "Human conflict in the city slums." (Film and commentary).

Richard A. Sundeen, Jr., University of Southern California. "The police and diversion of juveniles from the justice system."
I-C. Criminological Perspectives in Social Defense:
Perspectives of Treatment, Rehabilitation and Reintegration

Ronald L. Akers, Florida State University; Norman S. Hayner and Werner Grunninger, University of Washington. "Homosexual and drug behavior in different types of prisons."

Harold Alksne, C.W. Post College. "Crime and institutional relationships of adolescent narcotic addicts."

Harry E. Allen, Ohio State University. "The task force model as a vehicle for correctional change: Liability or asset?"

Richard A. Ball, West Virginia University. "A theory of prisoner reactions."

Carol Barocas, New York. "Rehabilitative and corrective services for juveniles: Trends for the future."

Peter B. Bensinger, Illinois Department of Corrections. "New directions in corrections."

Thomas J. Callanan, New York State Probation Commission. "A critical analysis of both the potentialities and limitations of the ex-offender para-professional in a correctional setting."

Bruce J. Cohen, Long Island University. "Crisis intervention in probation."

Alvin W. Cohn, Criminal Justice Associates. "The failure of correctional management."

Edward Ellis and David Berry, Pennsylvania State University. "Inter-relationships of the health system and the criminal justice system: Perspectives of treatment, rehabilitation, and reintegration."


Seymour Fiddle, Exodus House. "Epistemological crises in an abstinence utopia."

Edith E. Flynn, National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture. "Social planning and the concept of reintegration."

Paul C. Friday, Western Michigan University, and David M. Petersen, University of Miami. "Shock of imprisonment: Comparative analysis of short-term incarceration as a treatment technique."

Irving Goldaber and Holly Porter, Community Confrontation and Communication Associates. "The 'laboratory confrontation': A technique for dealing with inmate protest."

Frank Hartung, Wayne State University. "The conception of individual treatment in corrections: A critique."

Jerome Himelhoch, University of Missouri. "An integrative psychosocial model of rehabilitation and crime prevention."

Ralph E. James, Jr., North Carolina Wesleyan College. "Contingency management: Toward a behavioral philosophy."
Charles H. Kanter, Los Angeles, and A. N. Hetzler, Lund University. "Informality and the court: A study of the behavior of court officials in the processing of defendants."

Phillip R. Kunz, Brigham Young University. "Deviant Roles: An analysis of social distance."

M. A. Laplace, Vocational Rehabilitation Service. "The unified approach to delivery of services to the offender."

Eva K. Leskovac, Pace College. "Institutional change through the process of classification."


Tom Murton and Phyllis Baunach, University of Minnesota. "The coalition of inmate and staff power: A treatment tool in regeneration of the criminal offender in the institutional setting for reintegration into the larger society."

Paula Newberg, Loop College. "Staff training and development: The teaching of criminology to personnel within penal systems."

Sue Titus Reid, Coe College. "'Rehabilitation' and the juvenile court: Are we kidding ourselves?"

Sheldon Salsberg, Brooklyn College. "Treating offenders: Some suggestions for improving the efforts of change agents."

Irvin Waller, University of Toronto. "The experience of men released from prison: Interrelationship of rejection and recidivism."


Harry H. Woodward, Jr., WCS Center for Community and Social Concerns, Inc. "Volunteers: Emotional safety valve in corrections."

Margaret Zahn, Temple University. "Who do you trust? Teenagers' perceptions of drug information sources."
I-D. Criminological Perspectives in Social Defense: Perspectives of Prediction Methods (Theoretical and Practical Perspectives of Criminological Research)


Robin Chard, New York State Executive Department Division for Youth. "Research information systems: Their use in prediction, prevention, and rehabilitation."

James A. Inciardi, University of Miami. "Parole prediction: A fifty year fantasy."


Harwin L. Voss, University of Kentucky. "Self-reported and officially recorded delinquency: A comparison."

II. Teaching of Criminology: Is Criminology a Science?


Richard D. Knudten, Marquette University. "Criminology and a center for criminal justice: One model."

Peter C. Kratcoski, Kent State University. "The integration of social sciences into the field of criminology, law enforcement, and corrections."


Richard A. Myren, School of Criminal Justice, State University of New York at Albany. "Higher education for criminal justice careers."

Sawyer F. Sylvester, Bates College. "Criminology as one of the liberal arts."

Jaime Toro-Calder, Universidad de Puerto Rico. "Criminology as a social science: Perspective for teaching and research."

Marvin E. Wolfgang, University of Pennsylvania. "Research and training in criminology: A manifesto for students."
III-A. **Effects of the Criminalization Process: Legal and Social Aspects of the Criminalization Process**

D. M. Azimi, Indiana University of Pennsylvania. "The political nature of law, deviance, and criminality."

Joseph K. Balogh and Meredith Pugh, Bowling Green State University.

Douglas J. Besharov, New York University, and Susan H. Besharov, New York State Assembly Select Committee on Child Abuse.
"Toward a family-oriented court."

Paul Brantingham, Florida State University. "Complex political crime: The legal viability of the Grand Nuremberg defense in the United States."

William J. Chambliss, University of California at Santa Barbara.
"The political economy of crime: A comparative study."


James N. Henslin, Southern Illinois University. "Towards refocusing criminology."

A. N. Hetzler, Lund University. "Plea-bargaining and the processing of drug offenders."

Mary Howard, Brooklyn College, and John Howard, State University of New York at Purchase. "Toward a theory of decriminalization."
June Morrison, University of Arizona, and Lionel E. Rombach, Pima County Adult Probation Office. "Cross-cultural overview of two juvenile codes: Sonora, Mexico, and Arizona, U.S.A."


Alan F. Swell and M. Cherif Bassiouni, De Paul University. "The psychology of political violence: An attempted definition and a proposed juridical standard."

Jan Stuart Smith, University of Pennsylvania. "Political aspects of criminalization."

Robert Staples, Howard University. "White racism, black crime, and American justice."

Robert K. Woetzel, Foundation for Establishment of an International Criminal Court. "Draft convention on international crimes and Draft statute for an international criminal court."

Homero E. Yearwood, University of California at Santa Barbara. "Color, social class and motive: An analysis of homicide in a Brazilian City."

Clifton D. Bryant, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. "Socialization for khaki-collared crime: A preliminary conceptualization of military training as criminalization process."


Terry Furst, Staten Island Community College. "Some factors and observations on the upsurge in gambling on spectator team sports."


Ellen Murray and Pat Hamblett, Wright State University. "The decriminalization of victimless crime: Marijuana use and demographic variables."

David J. Pittman, Washington University at St. Louis. "Decriminalization of the public drunkenness offense: An international overview."

John P. Reed and Robin S. Reed, University of South Alabama. "Status, images, and consequence: Once a criminal, always a criminal."
Harry A. Scarr, Human Science Research, Inc. "On cyclical behavior—especially cyclical criminal behavior."


Steven Spitzer, University of Pennsylvania. "Labeling and deviant identity: A proposal for conceptual refinement and systematic research."

Emilio C. Viano, American University. "Sexual deviance and law enforcement: Dilemmas of police policy regarding victimless crimes of sexual deviation."

Roland Wulbert, Queens College. "What action does looting identify?"

IV. Victimology

Michael Agopian, California State University at Los Angeles, Duncan Chappell, School of Criminal Justice, State University of New York, and Gilbert Geis, University of California at Irvine. "Interracial rape in a North American City: An analysis of 66 cases."


Terence P. Thornberry and Robert N. Figlio, University of Pennsylvania. "Victimization and criminal behavior in a birth cohort."